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About This Content

Distinguish yourself by leaving sizzling, corrosive footprints on the ground, marking the pathway of the vengeful agent of the
Inquisition.
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7+ (8 / 8.1 / 10)

Processor: Intel CPU Core i3-2120 (3.3 GHz) / AMD CPU FX-6300 (3.5 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 760 (2 GB) / AMD Radeon HD 7850 (2 GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space
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Very glad to see this game again.

BUT Please add the option to change the voice over and the text language seperately, i never realized the english voice over was
so inferior. i don't want to put my friends through listening to this. The ones i asked said they would rather read sub titles to
good voice overs than listen to the english ones.

makes so much sense why this game didn't do that well in english speaking countries...
shoutout to the german voice work tho. Fairly standard hidden object game, that took me about 2 and a half hours to complete.
The hidden object aspect was fun, and not too easy, with a few pieces extremely well hidden. The addition of the 'comics' and
voice acting was nice, however the story was a dull and predictable 'save and marry the damsel in distress' that could be set
anywhere at any time. Historical accuracy is not a feature of this game.

Personally, not recommended as there are other hidden object games on the market that are superior, despite this being a fun
little distraction. It's not worth buying at full price, but as part of the Cradle Bundle - especially if said bundle is in a sale - it's a
nice 'freebie'.. More dead than the dessert itself.. Startlingly innovative, surprisingly balanced, and ultimately VERY fun!
Recommended to all for hours of multiplayer entertainment!. kill me please
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This game a treat to play in comparison to other RPG I've played. This game is meant to understand individuals who have
autism while enjoying the gameplay along the way. I can understand a bit on those who have ADHD. I have a nephew who has
ADHD and he keeps talking about random topics out of nowhere. He has the need to say whatever is in his head instead of
listening to what other people are saying. Max reminds me of my nephew. Seeing the challenges and frustration allows me to
realize that I have to take it easy on my nephew when he gets annoying. The part when Max was frustrated with his condition got
to me. You never want a loved one to go into a depressed situation because no one gets what they are going through.

The gameplay is pretty fun with a variety of easy mini-games to go through. This may be a lesson too. Sometimes players would
love a good challenge, but having higher difficulty would likely frustrate players and stray from the purpose of the game. After
all, most "battles" in this game are all in Max's head. This shouldn't frustrate him, but rather use these "battles" to cope or use it
as enjoyment; hence most mini-games and "battles" are easy, so that Max will feel triumphant when overcoming the situation.

The visuals are great. I like RPG Maker games that use their own assets. There are obvious default assets in the game, but some
things are different especially the art of the characters.

The game is recommended not just for the educational aspect, but for the fun gameplay that goes along with it.. Fun inexpensive
game. Blowing stuff up is always enjoyable :). As much as I love the art and the premise... this game is just not worthwhile even
at half off. If I'd been focusing entirely on the game I could have finished my first route within fifty minutes and every other
route in another five. There just isn't anything /here/, even if what they provide is enjoyable.

But consider that there's all of three full images, no image viewer, no route viewer, and the VN's are embarassing to listen too. I
tend to value my hour at more than what this game costs. Two hours? Woulda been worth it.. When Curse of the Monkey Island,
Grinch and Nightmare before Chrismas met...

Pros:
- Curse of the Monkey Island (CoMI) style
- Funny
- Great Intro. I fall in love with that intro. I bought the game for that intro. I will married the intro some day.
- Fully voice acted

Cons
- Sometimes puzzles feel random, really random and no or very little hint for the solution, like the secret entrance location
- some bugs, like the game support much more monitor resolution than the setting shown, but if you change it, you can't change
it back, only via Registry
- The last act basicly came from CoMI. Same mechanism, same solution.
- Short. I played it through only 5 hours without help
- Cat mode looks funny, but irritating
- No hard mode, or something for replay value.

Conclusun:
If you played CoMI you will like it, If you don't, play it first, maybe the first 2 Monkey Island too. They are remastered
recently.
But we need more CoMI clones so buy it and support the devs!

. This game definitely deserves more attention. There are many levels, including an endless mode, speedrun mode, and co-op
mode, all of which making this game very unique. For $8, there is a lot of content. It is played with a controller, and can be very
difficult, especially boss battles, and levels around the second half of the game.
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